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Abstract. Numerical problem of �nding multiple eigenvalues of real and complex nonsymmet-
ric matrices is considered. Using versal deformation theory, explicit formulae for approximations
of matrices having nonderogatory multiple eigenvalues in the vicinity of a given matrix A are de-
rived. These formulae provide local information on the geometry of a set of matrices having a given

nonderogatory Jordan structure, distance to the nearest matrix with a multiple eigenvalue of given
multiplicity, values of multiple eigenvalues, and corresponding Jordan chains (generalized eigenvec-
tors). The formulae use only eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the initial matrixA, which typically has
only simple eigenvalues. Both the case of matrix families (matrices smoothly dependent on several
parameters) and the case of real or complex matrix spaces are studied. Several examples showing
simplicity and e�ciency of the suggested method are given.
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1. Introduction. Computation of the Jordan normal form (JNF) of a square
nonsymmetric matrix A is needed in many branches of mathematics, mechanics, and
physics. Due to its great importance this problem was intensively studied during
the last century. It is well known that a generic (typical) matrix has only simple
eigenvalues, which means that its JNF is a diagonal matrix [1, 2]. The problem
of �nding the JNF of a generic matrix has been well studied both from theoretical
and practical (numerical) sides; see [24]. Nevertheless, many interesting and impor-
tant phenomena, associated with qualitative changes in the dynamics of mechanical
systems [17, 18, 22], stability optimization [3, 14, 20], and eigenvalue behavior under
matrix perturbations [4, 21, 23], are connected with degenerate matrices, i.e., matrices
having multiple eigenvalues.

In the presence of multiple eigenvalues the numerical problem of calculation of the
JNF becomes very complicated due to its instability, since arbitrarily small pertur-
bations (caused, for example, by round-o� errors) destroy the nongeneric structure.
This means that we should consider a matrix given with some accuracy, thus, substi-
tuting the matrix A by its neighbor in the matrix space. Such formulation leads to
several important problems. The �rst problem left open by Wilkinson [25, 26] is to
�nd a distance from a given matrix A to the nearest nondiagonalizable (degenerate)

matrix bA. This problem can be reformulated in the extended form:

� to �nd a distance (with respect to a given norm) from a matrix A to the

nearest matrix bA having a given Jordan structure;
� to �nd a matrix bA with the least generic Jordan structure in a given neigh-
borhood of the matrixA (the least generic Jordan structure means that a set
of matrices with this Jordan structure has the highest codimension).

Here we assume that two matrices have the same Jordan structure, if their JNFs di�er
only by values of di�erent eigenvalues. Codimensions of sets of matrices having the
same Jordan structure were studied by Arnold [1, 2]. According to Arnold, matricesbA with the least generic Jordan structure have the most powerful inuence on the
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eigenvalue behavior in the neighborhood of the matrixA. Therefore, the above stated
problems represent the key point in the numerical analysis of multiple eigenvalues.

Several authors addressed the problem of �nding bounds on the distance to the
nearest degenerate matrix; see [5, 6, 9, 15, 25, 26] and more references therein. A nu-
merical method for �nding the JNF of a degenerate matrix given with some accuracy
was proposed in [12, 13]. This method is based on making a number of successive
transformations of the matrix and deleting small elements whenever appropriate. Nev-
ertheless, this procedure doesn't provide the least generic JNF, and it is restricted to
the use of the Frobenius matrix norm (for example, it can not be used in the case,
when di�erent entries of a matrix are given with di�erent accuracy). Another method
based on singular value decompositions was given in [19]. This method is simpler,
but it has the same properties. More references of JNF computation methods can be
found in [8].

It is understood now that the problem of calculation of the nondiagonal JNF
needs the singularity theory approach based on the use of versal deformations (locally
generic families of matrices). Versal deformations were introduced by Arnold [1, 2] in
order to stabilize the JNF transformation, but no numerical methods were suggested.
Fairgrieve [9] succeeded in using the idea of versality for construction of a stable
numerical procedure, which calculates matrices of a given Jordan structure. Though
this method does not provide the nearest matrix of a given Jordan structure, it shows
the usefulness of the singularity theory for the numerical eigenvalue problem. In [7]
versal deformations were used for improvement of an existing numerical program in a
similar problem of �nding the Kronecker normal form of a matrix pencil. Application
of the singularity theory to computation of a distance from a matrixA to the nearest
matrix with a double eigenvalue [15] showed that this numerical problem is very
complex even in the case of a double eigenvalue.

This paper is intended to prove that the versal deformation theory can be an
independent powerful tool for analysis of multiple eigenvalues. It is shown that us-
ing versal deformations we can avoid a number of transformations and singular value
decompositions (used in most algorithms). Instead of this, explicit approximate for-

mulae describing the geometry of a set of matrices with given Jordan structure in
the vicinity of a given matrix A are derived. These formulae use only information
on eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A. Since the matrix A is typically
nondegenerate, i.e., has only simple eigenvalues, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors can
be obtained by means of standart codes. As a result, we obtain approximations of a
distance from A to the nearest matrix having a given Jordan structure, its multiple
eigenvalues, and the Jordan chains (generalized eigenvectors). The method does not
depend on the norm used in the matrix space. Moreover, it allows analyzing multiple
eigenvalues of matrices dependent on several parameters (matrix families), where we
can not vary matrix elements independently. Approximations derived in the paper
have the accuracy O("2), where " is the distance from A to a matrix we are look-
ing for. All these properties make the suggested approach useful and attractive for
applications.

In this paper the case of a nonderogatory JNF (every eigenvalue has one corre-
sponding Jordan block) is considered. Derogatory Jordan structures require further
investigation and new ideas. Di�culties appearing in the derogatory case are associ-
ated with the lack of uniqueness of the transformation to a versal deformation and
will be discussed in the conclusion.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 some concepts of the singularity
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theory are introduced and the general idea of the paper is described. Sections 3 and
4 give approximate formulae for matrices having a prescribed nonderogatory Jordan
structure in the neighborhood of a given generic (nondegenerate) complex or real
matrixA. In section 5 the same problem is studied in the case, when the initial matrix
A is degenerate. Conclusion discusses extension of the method to the derogatory case
and possibilities for its application to speci�c types of matrices or matrix pencils.

In the paper matrices are denoted by bold capital letters, vectors take the form
of bold small letters, and scalars are represented by small italic characters.

2. Bifurcation diagram. Let us consider an m � m complex (real) nonsym-
metric matrixA holomorphically (smoothly) dependent on a vector of complex (real)
parameters p = (p1; : : : ; pn). The space of all m�m matrices can be considered as a
special case, where all entries of A are independent parameters.

Matrices A and B are said to have the same Jordan structure if there exists one-
to-one correspondence between di�erent eigenvalues of A and B such that sizes of
Jordan blocks in the JNFs of A and B are equal for corresponding eigenvalues (JNFs
of the matrices A and B di�er only by values of their eigenvalues). For example,
among the following matrices

A =

0@ 5 1 0
0 5 0
0 0 2

1A ; B =

0@ 3 0 0
0 2 1
0 0 2

1A ; C =

0@ 2 1 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

1A(2.1)

the matrices A and B have the same Jordan structure, while the matrix C has
a di�erent Jordan structure. In the generic case a set of values of the vector p
corresponding to the matrices A(p) having the same Jordan structure represents a
smooth submanifold of the parameter space [1, 2]. This submanifold is called a stratum
(also called a colored orbit of a matrix). A bifurcation diagram of the matrix family
A(p) is a partition (strati�cation) of the parameter space according to the Jordan
structure of the matrix A(p) [1, 2]. Generic (typical) matrices A form a stratum of
zero codimension consisting of nondegenerate matrices having only simple eigenvalues.
The bifurcation diagram has singularities at boundary points of the strata (boundary
of a stratum consists of strata having higher codimensions). Due to singularities the
bifurcation diagram has rather complicated structure.

In this paper we consider matrices having a nonderogatory multiple eigenvalue �
(there is one eigenvector and, hence, one Jordan block corresponding to �). The strata
corresponding to such matrices are denoted by �d, where d is the algebraic multiplicity
of the multiple eigenvalue �. If the matrix A has several multiple nonderogatory
eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �s with algebraic multiplicities d1; : : : ; ds, then the corresponding
stratum is denoted by �d11 � � ��ds

s
. In the case of real matrix families we will di�er

strata determined by real eigenvalues and complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues by
using notations �d and (�� i!)d respectively.

Geometry of the strati�cation can be illustrated by the following example

A(p) =

�
2p1 p2
p3 0

�
; p = (p1; p2; p3):(2.2)

The bifurcation diagram consists of the following strata: �2 (the cone surface p21 +
p2p3 = 0 except the origin), �� (the origin), and the other part of the parameter space
corresponding to matrices A(p) with distinct eigenvalues (interior and exterior of the
cone); see Figure 2.1. Here �� denotes the stratum corresponding to a derogatory
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Fig. 2.1. Geometry of the bifurcation diagram.

double eigenvalue (with two corresponding eigenvectors). The strata �2 and �� are
associated with a double eigenvalue, but di�er by a number of the Jordan blocks
(equal to the number of eigenvectors). Clearly, the strata �2 and �� are smooth
submanifolds of codimension 1 and 3 respectively.

A matrix with multiple eigenvalues can be made nondegenerate by an arbitrarily
small perturbation. That is why in numerical analysis we usually deal with nonde-
generate matrices. A double nonderogatory eigenvalue represents the most generic
type of multiple eigenvalues. The corresponding stratum �2 (�2 in the real case) is a
smooth hypersurface in the parameter space. Nonderogatory eigenvalues are the most
generic (typical) between all types of eigenvalues of given multiplicity. Nonderoga-
tory eigenvalues of multiplicity d determine the stratum �d of codimension d� 1 (the
stratum �d11 � � ��ds

s
has the codimension d1+ � � �+ ds � s). In the real case the strata

�d and (�� i!)d have the codimension d� 1 and 2(d� 1) respectively [1, 2, 10].
Let us describe an idea of the method used in this paper. The versal deformation

theory allows studying di�erent strata independently. From one side, this simpli�es
the analysis, since a stratum is a smooth manifold without singularities. From the
other side, we get additional information about the Jordan structure of a matrix.
Let bp be a point on the stratum �d; see Figure 2.2. The neighborhood of bp can be
explored by means of a versal deformation. As a result, the stratum �d is described
locally by the equation

A0(q0(p)) = Jd;(2.3)

where A0(q0) is a simple explicit family of d � d matrices (a block of the versal
deformation); q0(p) is a vector smoothly dependent on p; Jd represents the Jordan
block of dimension d. Let a point p0 of the parameter space be given. Assuming that
the point p0 is close to bp, we can write equation (2.3) in the form

A0(q0(p0)) + �A0 + O(kp� p0k2) = Jd; �A0 =

nX
i=1

@A0

@pi
(pi � p0i);(2.4)

where kpk = (p1p1 + � � �+ pnpn)
1=2 is the norm in the parameter space; derivatives

are calculated at p0. The matrices A0(q0(p0)) and @A0=@pi can be found from the
analysis of the versal deformation at p0. The latter represents the most nontrivial
part of the study. OmittingO(kp�p0k2) in (2.4), we obtain the equation determining
a plane �, which is the �rst order approximation of the stratum �d; see Figure 2.2. A
distance fromp0 to �

d can be found approximately as a distance to �. Further analysis
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Fig. 2.2. Approximation of the stratum �
d from the point p0.

of the versal deformation allows �nding approximations of multiple eigenvalues and
the Jordan chains (generalized eigenvectors) on the stratum. Note that all these
approximations use only information at the point p0, typically corresponding to a

nondegenerate matrix A(p0).

The described approach is similar to Newton's method for �nding a root of a
smooth function, where the approximation of the root is determined using the linear
approximation of the function at the initial point. Hence, if " = dist(p0; �

d) is the
distance from p0 to �d, then the proposed method gives the nearest point of �d with
the accuracy O("2). Making k iterations, one �nds a point of the stratum �d with the

accuracy O("2
k

).

3. Nonderogatory eigenvalue of a complex matrix. In this section we
study complex matrices A(p) holomorphically dependent on a vector of complex
parameters p. Let us consider a point bp in the parameter space, where the matrixbA = A(bp) has a nonderogatory eigenvalue b� with algebraic multiplicity d. The corre-
sponding Jordan chain bu1; : : : ; bud (the eigenvector and associated vectors, also called
generalized eigenvectors) is determined by the equations

bAbu1 = b�bu1;bAbu2 = b�bu2 + bu1;
...bAbud = b�bud + bud�1:

(3.1)

These vectors form an m � d matrix bU = [bu1; : : : ; bud] satisfying equation

bA bU� bUbJ = 0; bJ =

0BBBB@
b� 1b� . . .

. . . 1b�

1CCCCA ;(3.2)

where bJ is the Jordan block of dimension d. The left Jordan chain bv1; : : : ; bvd corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue b� (the eigenvector and associated vectors of the transposed
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matrix bAT ) is determined by the equations

bvT1 bA = b�bvT1 ;bvT2 bA = b�bvT2 + bvT1 ;
...bvT

d
bA = b�bvT

d
+ bvT

d�1;

(3.3)

bvT1 bud = 1; bvTi bud = 0; i = 2; : : : ; d:(3.4)

Equalities (3.4) represent normalization conditions uniquely determining the vectorsbv1; : : : ; bvd for given vectors bu1; : : : ; bud. System (3.3), (3.4) can be written in the
equivalent matrix formbVT bA� bJbVT = 0; bVT bU = I; bV = [bvd; : : : ; bv1];(3.5)

where I is the identity matrix. Note that the matrix bV consists of the vectorsbv1; : : : ; bvd listed in the reversed order.
Let us consider a point p0 in the vicinity of bp. In this section we consider the

generic case, when the matrix A0 = A(p0) has simple eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d with

the corresponding eigenvectors u1; : : : ;ud such that �1; : : : ; �d ! b� as p0 ! bp. The
left eigenvectors corresponding to �1; : : : ; �d are denoted by v1; : : : ;vd. The m � d

matrices U = [u1; : : : ;ud] and V = [v1; : : : ;vd] satisfy the equations

A0U�UJ0 = 0; VTA0 � J0VT = 0; VTU = I;(3.6)

where the diagonal d�d matrix J0 = diag(�1; : : : ; �d). The last equality of (3.6) is the
normalization condition, which uniquely de�nes V for given U. Since the eigenvalueb� is nonderogatory (has one eigenvector bu1), every eigenvector ui tends to cibu1 as
p0 ! bp for some constant ci [23].

The goal of this paper is to �nd the �rst order approximations (up to the terms
O(kp�p0k2)) of the stratum �d in the parameter space, the nonderogatory multiple

eigenvalue � on the stratum, and the corresponding Jordan chain bU. We are going to
�nd these approximations using only information at the point p0, where the matrix
A0 has simple eigenvalues. To formulate the main result, let us introduce the following
scalars and vectors of dimension n

�0 = (�1 + � � �+ �d)=d; �i = �i � �0; �i =

 
dY

j=1; j 6=i

(�i � �j)

!�1

;

ni =

�
vTi

@A

@p1
ui; : : : ;v

T

i

@A

@pn
ui

�
; i = 1; : : : ; d; n =

dX
i=1

ni=d;

(3.7)

where derivatives are taken at p0. Let us de�ne d� d matrices K = diag(k1; : : : ; kd),
Y, and S, whose entries ki, yij , and sij , i; j = 1; : : : ; d, are

ki = 1=(uTi u
0); u0 = u1

.q
uT1 u1; yij = ��i�dj ;

sij = (�1)r�i
X

1�i1<���<ir�d

i1;:::;ir 6=i

�i1 � � ��ir ; r = d� j; sid = �i:(3.8)
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The matrix S can also be expressed as S = R�1, where R is a d� d matrix with the
components rij = �i�1

j
(we assume that �0

j
= 0 even if �j = 0). The ith row and jth

column of a matrix will be denoted by S<i> and S<j> respectively.
Theorem 3.1. Let �1; : : : ; �d be simple eigenvalues of the matrix A0. Then the

�rst order approximation of the stratum �d (where the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d form a

nonderogatory eigenvalue � of multiplicity d) is given by the following system of d�1
linear equations

q0j +rqj(p� p0)T = 0; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1;

q0
j
=

dX
i=1

sij�
d

i
; rqj =

dX
i=1

sij

�i
(ni � n):

(3.9)

The �rst order approximations of the multiple eigenvalue � and the corresponding

Jordan chain bU = [bu1; : : : ; bud] on the stratum are given by

� = �0 +��; �� = n(p� p0)T ;(3.10)

bU =
�
U(K +K0) +W

�
S;

W<i> = (A0 � �iI� vivTi )�1(UKY +��UK��AUK)<i>;

K0 = diag(k01; : : : ; k
0
d); k0i = �vTi WS<d>=�i; i = 1; : : : ; d;

�A =

nX
i=1

@A

@pi
(pi � p0i);

(3.11)

where all derivatives are taken at p0.

Let us write equations (3.9) in the matrix form

Q(p� p0)T = x; Q =

264 rq1
...

rqd�1

375 ; x =

264 �q01
...

�q0
d�1

375 ;(3.12)

where Q is a (d� 1)� n matrix; x is a vector of dimension d� 1.
Corollary 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 the �rst order approxi-

mation of the point pmin 2 �d nearest to p0 (a distance is measured by the Euclidean

norm) has the form

pmin = p0 + x
T (QQT )�1Q:(3.13)

Similarly, Theorem 3.1 can be used for �nding the nearest point p, where the
matrix A(p) has a special multiple eigenvalue, for example, nonderogatory multiple
eigenvalue with the zero real part or absolute value equal to one (this is important
in stability problems). Theorem 3.1 can also be used in the case of several di�erent
nonderogatory eigenvalues.

Corollary 3.3. Let us consider a stratum �d11 � � ��ds
s
, which is determined by

matrices having s di�erent nonderogatory eigenvalues b�1; : : : ; b�s with multiplicities

d1; : : : ; ds respectively. Then the �rst order approximation of this stratum from the

point p0 is the intersection of planes (3.9) calculated for all b�1; : : : ; b�s. The multi-

ple eigenvalues and the corresponding Jordan chains are approximated by (3.10) and

(3.11) for every b�i.
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3.1. Entries of a matrix as independent parameters. If the space of all
complex m � m matrices is considered, we can take all entries of A as independent
parameters. In this case the matrix A can be used instead of the parameter vector
p. Then the derivative @A=@pj reduces to a matrix with the unit on the (j; l)th
place and zeros on the other places, which corresponds to the derivative of A with
respect to its element ajl. The product rqj(p � p0)

T in (3.9) takes the form of
trace

�
Qj(A � A0)

T
�
, where Qi is an m � m matrix corresponding to rqi; traceA

is a sum of elements standing on the main diagonal of the matrix. The norm kpk
transforms to the Euclidean matrix norm kAk =

�
trace(ATA)

�1=2
.

Let us introduce the m�m matrices

Ni = viu
T

i ; i = 1; : : : ; d; N =

dX
i=1

Ni=d:(3.14)

These matrices are obtained from the vectors ni, n (3.7) after substituting the pa-
rameter vector p by the matrix A and taking the derivative @A=@pj in the form of
the matrix, which has the unit on the (j; l)th position and zeros on the other places.
Then Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and Corollary 3.2 can be written in terms of matrices (3.14)
for the special case under consideration.

Theorem 3.4. Let �1; : : : ; �d be simple eigenvalues of the matrix A0. Then the

�rst order approximation of the stratum �d (where the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d form a

nonderogatory eigenvalue � of multiplicity d) in the space of complex matrices is given

by the following system of d� 1 linear equations

q0j + trace
�
Qj(A �A0)

T
�
= 0; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1;

q0
j
=

dX
i=1

sij�
d

i
; Qj =

dX
i=1

sij

�i
(Ni �N):

(3.15)

The �rst order approximations of the multiple eigenvalue � and the corresponding

Jordan chain bU = [bu1; : : : ; bud] on the stratum are given by

� = �0 +��; �� = trace
�
N(A �A0)

T
�
;(3.16)

bU =
�
U(K +K0) +W

�
S;

W<i> = (A0 � �iI� vivTi )�1(UKY +��UK � (A�A0)UK)<i>;

K0 = diag(k01; : : : ; k
0
d); k0i = �vTi WS<d>=�i; i = 1; : : : ; d:

(3.17)

Corollary 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4 the �rst order approx-

imation of the matrix Amin 2 �d nearest to A0 (with a distance measured by the

Euclidean matrix norm) has the form

Amin = A0 +

d�1X
j=1

Qjyj ; y = P�1x;(3.18)

where the (d� 1) � (d � 1) matrix P has the elements pij = trace(QT

i
Qj); x and y

are column-vectors of dimension d� 1 with components xj = �q0
j
and yj respectively.

Note that the above approximations use only information on simple eigenvalues
and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix A0.
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3.2. Proof. According to the versal deformation theory [1, 2], a family of ma-
trices A(p) in the vicinity of the point bp 2 �d can be represented in the form

A(p) = C(p) eA(eq(p))C�1(p);(3.19)

where C(p) is an m � m nonsingular matrix smoothly dependent on p; eq(p) is a
vector smoothly dependent on p such that eq(bp) = 0; eA(eq) = diag(A0(q0);A00(q00)) is
a block-diagonal matrix family with

A0(q0) = bJ+
0BBB@

qd 0 0 0

0
.. . 0 0

0 0 qd 0
q1 q2 � � � qd

1CCCA ; q0 = (q1; : : : ; qd):(3.20)

Here bJ is the Jordan block of dimension d with the eigenvalue b� (3.2). The d � d

block A0(q0) corresponds to the nonderogatory eigenvalue b�, while the block A00(q00)
corresponds to other eigenvalues; eq = (q0;q00). According to (3.19), the matrices

A(p) and eA(eq(p)) have the same JNF. Note that the block A0(q0) can be chosen in
many di�erent ways, and the special choice (3.20) is made in order to simplify the
calculations. The matrix family C(p) is uniquely determined on any smooth surfaceeT (in the space of m �m matrices), which is transversal to the plane

eP = fB 2 Cm�m : bAB�B eA(0) = 0g; bA = A(bp);(3.21)

at C(bp) 2 eP and dim eT + dim eP = m2 [1, 2].

Multiplying (3.19) by C(p) from right, we obtain A(p)C(p) = C(p) eA(eq(p)).
Due to the block-diagonal structure of eA this equation splits into a set of independent
equations for the blocks of eA. The equation corresponding to the �rst block A0(q0)
takes the form

A(p)C0(p) = C0(p)A0(q0(p));(3.22)

where C0(p) is an m � d matrix consisting of the �rst d columns of C(p). Using the

condition C(p) 2 eT and the block-diagonal structure of eA(0) in (3.21), we �nd that
the family C0(p) is uniquely determined on any surface T of dimension d(m � 1),
which is transversal (in the space of m � d matrices) to the plane

bP = fB0 2 Cm�d : bAB0 �B0bJ = 0g = f bUX : X 2 cent bJg:(3.23)

Here equality (3.2) was used. The centralizer cent bJ = fX 2 Cd�d : bJX �XbJ = 0g
consists of the matrices

X =

0BBBBB@
x1 x2

. . . xd

0 x1
. . .

. . .

0 0
.. . x2

0 0 0 x1

1CCCCCA ;(3.24)

where every upper diagonal is �lled by equal numbers; the other places are all ze-
ros [11].
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Equation of the stratum �d has the form

q1(p) = � � � = qd�1(p) = 0;(3.25)

which is equivalent to

A0(q0(p)) = Jd =

0BBBB@
� 1 0 0

0 �
. . . 0

0 0
.. . 1

0 0 0 �

1CCCCA :(3.26)

Here � = b�+ qd(p) is an arbitrary constant determining the d� d Jordan block Jd.
We assume that the point p0 belongs to the vicinity of bp, where (3.22) holds.

Then the functions qi(p) can be represented in the form

qi(p) = q0
i +rqi(p� p0)T +O(kp� p0k2);

q0
i
= qi(p0); rqi =

�
@qi

@p1
; : : : ;

@qi

@pn

�
; i = 1; : : : ; d;

(3.27)

where derivatives are evaluated at p0. Using (3.27) in (3.25), we �nd the �rst order
approximation of the stratum �d as follows

q0i +rqi(p� p0)T = 0; i = 1; : : : ; d� 1:(3.28)

Equation (3.28) determines a plane � of codimension d � 1 in the parameter space;
see Figure 2.2.

According to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, the matrix A0 has simple eigen-

values �1; : : : ; �d which coincide as p0 ! bp. Hence, �1; : : : ; �d are eigenvalues of the
matrix A0

0 = A0(q0(p0)). Using (3.20) and comparing the characteristic equation for
A0

0

�d � q0d�1�
d�2 � � � � � q02�� q01 = 0; � = �� b�� q0d;

with (�� �1) � � � (�� �d) = 0, we obtain

b� + q0
d
= �0;

q0j =
X

1�t1<���<tr�d

(�1)r+1�t1 � � � �tr ; r = d� j + 1; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1:
(3.29)

Expressions (3.20), (3.29) determine the matrix A0
0 = A0(q0(p0)). Eigenvectors of

A0
0 form the d� d matrix R satisfying equation A0

0R = RJ0, J0 = diag(�1; : : : ; �d).
Using (3.20), the matrix R can be found explicitly as follows

R =

0BBBBB@
1 1 � � � 1
�1 �2 � � � �d
�21 �22 � � � �2

d

...
...

...
...

�d�11 �d�12 � � � �d�1
d

1CCCCCA :(3.30)
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The matrix A0
0 can be expressed in the form

A0
0 = RJ0S; S = R�1:(3.31)

Elements of the matrix S are given in (3.8), what can be veri�ed by checking the
relation SR = I. Using (3.20) in (3.31), we can rewrite expressions (3.29) in the form

b� + q0d = �0; q0j = R<d>J0S
<j> =

dX
i=1

sij�
d

i
; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1:(3.32)

Evaluating (3.22) at p0, multiplying it by R from the right side, and using ex-
pression (3.31), we �nd

A0(C
0
0R) � (C0

0R)J0 = 0; C0
0 = C0(p0):(3.33)

Hence, the ith column of the matrix C0
0R is the eigenvector ui multiplied by an

arbitrary constant ki, and we obtain

C0
0 = UKS; K = diag(k1; : : : ; kd):(3.34)

We will specify the matrix K later together with the calculation of the Jordan chain.
The functions A0(q0(p)) and C0(p) can be expressed in the form

A0(q0(p)) = A0
0 +�A0 + O(kp� p0k2);

C0(p) = C0
0 +�C0 + O(kp� p0k2);

(3.35)

where

�A0 =

nX
i=1

@A0

@pi
(pi � p0i); �C0 =

nX
i=1

@C0

@pi
(pi � p0i);(3.36)

derivatives are evaluated at p0. Substituting (3.35) into (3.22), we obtain the equation
for the �rst order terms

A0�C
0 ��C0A0

0 = C0
0�A

0 ��AC0
0; �A =

nX
i=1

@A

@pi
(pi � p0i):(3.37)

Multiplying (3.37) by K�1VT and R from left and right respectively, and using
expressions (3.6), (3.31), and (3.34), we �nd

J0(K
�1VT�C0R)� (K�1VT�C0R)J0 = S�A0R�K�1VT�AUK:(3.38)

Taking the trace of (3.38), the left-hand-side vanishes and we obtain

rqd(p� p0)T = n(p� p0)T = ��;(3.39)

where the equality

trace(S�A0R) = trace(�A0RS) = trace(�A0) = drqd(p� p0)T

was used. Expressions (3.29), (3.39) give the �rst order approximation (3.10) of the

multiple eigenvalue � = b� + qd(p) = �0 +��+ O(kp� p0k2), �� = n(p� p0)T , on
the stratum �d.
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Fig. 3.1. Geometry of the Jordan chain in the space Cm�d.

Taking the (i; i)th element of (3.38), the left-hand-side vanishes and we get

S<i>�A
0R<i> = vT

i
�Aui = ni(p� p0)T :(3.40)

Calculating the value of S<i>�A
0R<i> with the use of (3.20) and (3.39), we obtain

d�1X
k=1

sidrkirqk(p� p0)T = (ni � n)(p� p0)T ; i = 1; : : : ; d:(3.41)

Multiplying (3.41) by sij=sid = sij=�i, summing over i from 1 to d, and using relations
RS = I, we �nd

rqj(p� p0)T =

dX
i=1

sij

�i
(ni � n)(p� p0)T :(3.42)

Substituting (3.32) and (3.42) into (3.28), we obtain the �rst order approximation of
the stratum �d in the form (3.9).

Now let us �nd the approximation of the Jordan chain bU = [bu1; : : : ; bud] at points
of plane (3.9). Note that the Jordan chain bU is not uniquely determined. All the

Jordan chains de�ne the plane bP (3.23) of dimension d in the space of m�d matrices,

where any point of the plane bP (except the points with detX = 0) represents the

Jordan chain. At the same time a set of matrices C0
0 (3.34) determines another plane

P of dimension d

P = fUKS : K = diag(k1; : : : ; kd)g;(3.43)

The planes bP and P are sketched on Figure 3.1 (the drawing is very schematic, since

the planes P and bP usually have only one joint point at the origin).

We are going to �nd the �rst order approximation of the Jordan chain bU (or,

equivalently, of the plane bP ) using information at the point C0
0 2 P . Hence, we need

to take the point C0
0, which is close to bP , in order to get a better approximation.

Note that we seek a point C0
0 2 P close to bP keeping the norm of C0

0 bounded

(kC0
0k � c > 0), because the planes P and bP intersect at the origin. Since �i ! 0

as p0 ! bp, the limit of the matrix UK = C0
0R as p0 ! bp is a matrix with equal

columns (see the form of the matrix R in (3.30)). At the same time C0
0 ! bU 2 bP

as p0 ! bp. Hence, if p0 is close to bp and C0
0 = UKS 2 P is close to bP , then the
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matrix UK has almost equal columns. This condition provides a way for the choice
of the appropriate matrix K. Its elements can be taken, for example, in the form
(3.8). Expressions (3.8) for the elements ki of the matrix K mean that the values
of projections of the vectors kiui = UK<i> on the direction u0 are equal to 1. The
vector u0 can be chosen in di�erent ways. In particular, it can be equal to the direction
determined by the eigenvector u1 (3.8).

The matrix C0
0 = UKS represents the zero-order approximation of the Jordan

chain bU. Analogously, the matrix VK�1RT represents the zero-order approximation
of the left Jordan chain bV, i.e., UKS! bU 2 bP and VK�1RT ! bV as p0 ! bp. The
matrix C0

0 already represents a good approximation of the Jordan chain; it has the
accuracy O(kp� p0k), which is enough for many applications. Now let us determine
the �rst-order approximation of the Jordan chain (up to O(kp� p0k2)) speci�ed for
each point of the stratum �d.

The matrix family C0(p) is uniquely determined on any surface T of dimension

m(d � 1) (in the space of m � d matrices) transversal to the plane bP at bU = C0(bp);
see Figure 3.1 [1, 2]. The surface T can be chosen in the form

T = C0(bp) + fB 2 Cm�d : bvTj B<d> = 0; j = 1; : : : ; d g:(3.44)

It is clear that dimT = m(d � 1). The intersection of T and bP is one point C0(bp),
since the condition bvTj B<d> = 0 �x the numbers xj standing on the corresponding

diagonal of X; see expressions (3.23) and (3.24). Hence, T and bP are transversal. Let
us consider a plane

T 0 = C0
0 + fB 2 Cm�d : R<j>K

�1VTB<d> = 0; j = 1; : : : ; dg(3.45)

obtained from (3.44) if we substitute C0(bp) by C0
0 and bvj by (VK�1RT )<d+1�j>.

SinceC0
0 ! C0(bp) andVK�1RT ! bV as p0 ! bp, the plane T 0 is a small perturbation

of T for p0 close to bp; see Figure 3.1. Hence, T 0 is transversal to bP and we can uniquely
choose C0(p) 2 T 0. The condition C0(p) 2 T 0 yields R<j>K

�1VT�C0<d> = 0 for
j = 1; : : : ; d. These equalities can be written in the equivalent form as follows

vT
j
�C0<d> = 0; j = 1; : : : ; d:(3.46)

Multiplying (3.37) by R from right and using expressions (3.31), (3.34), we obtain

A0�C
0R��C0RJ0 = UKS�A0R��AUK:(3.47)

Taking the ith column of (3.47), we �nd

(A0 � �iI)(�C
0R)<i> = (UKS�A0R ��AUK)<i>:(3.48)

The matrix A0 � �iI is singular with the simple zero eigenvalue. The solution
(�C0R)<i> of (3.48) exists if and only if [27]

vTi (UKS�A
0R��AUK)<i> = 0:(3.49)

This condition is satis�ed, since

vTi (UKS�A
0R��AUK)<i> = ki(S<i>�A

0R<i> � vTi �Aui) = 0;
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where expression (3.40) was used. Then, the general solution (�C0R)<i> has the
form [27]

(�C0R)<i> =W<i> + k0
i
ui;

W<i> = (A0 � �iI � vivTi )�1(UKS�A0R��AUK)<i>;
(3.50)

where A0 � �iI� vivTi is a nonsingular matrix; k0
i
is an arbitrary constant. Hence,

�C0 = (W +UK0)S; K0 = diag(k01; : : : ; k
0
d):(3.51)

The matrix S�A0R in (3.50), calculated on plane (3.9), with the use of the explicit
forms of the matrices S and R (3.8), (3.30) is written as follows

S�A0R = Y +��I;(3.52)

where elements of the matrix Y are determined in (3.8). Substituting expression
(3.51) into conditions (3.46), we �nd

vT
j
�C0<d> = vT

j
WS<d> + k0

j
sjd = 0;

k0
j
= �vT

j
WS<d>=�j:

Thus, we obtain the �rst order approximation of the Jordan chain [bu1; : : : ; bud] =
C0(p) = C0

0 + �C0 + O(kp � p0k2) in the form (3.11) at any point of plane (3.9).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

The nearest to p0 point pmin 2 �d can be found using approximation (3.9) or its
matrix form (3.12). In this case pmin�p0 is the normal vector to plane (3.9). Hence,

pmin � p0 =
d�1X
j=1

rqjyj = yTQ; yT = (y1; : : : ; yd�1):(3.53)

Substituting (3.53) into (3.12), we get

QQ
T

y = x:(3.54)

Finding y from (3.54) and substituting it into (3.53), we obtain expression (3.13) for
the nearest point of the stratum.

4. Nonderogatory eigenvalues of real matrices. In this section real matri-
ces A(p) smoothly dependent on a vector of real parameters p are considered. In
this case there are two di�erent types of nonderogatory eigenvalues: real eigenvalues
and complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues. These eigenvalues form smooth mani-
folds (strata) in the parameter space. We will denote the stratum corresponding to
a real eigenvalue by �d, and the stratum corresponding to a complex conjugate pair
of eigenvalues by (� � i!)d, where d is the algebraic multiplicity of a nonderogatory
eigenvalue. Since versal deformations in the real and complex cases are very similar,
the results for real matrices can be obtained after a small change from Theorems 3.1
and 3.4.

4.1. Stratum (��i!)d. Let us consider a point bp in the parameter space, where

the matrix bA = A(bp) has a nonderogatory complex eigenvalue b� with multiplicity

d. The corresponding right and left Jordan chains form complex m � d matrices bU
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and bV satisfying equations (3.2) and (3.5). The real matrix bA has also a complex

conjugate eigenvalue b� with the corresponding right and left Jordan chains forming

matrices bU and bV.
Let us consider a point p0 in the vicinity of bp. We assume that the matrix

A0 = A(p0) has simple complex eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d such that �1; : : : ; �d ! b� as
p0 ! bp. If p0 is close to bp, the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d have the same sign of the
imaginary part equal to the sign of Imb�. The right and left eigenvectors ui and vi
corresponding to �i form complex matrices U and V satisfying equations (3.6).

A block of the versal deformation, corresponding to a complex nonderogatory
eigenvalue b�, in the case of the real matrix family A(p) has the form (3.20), where
q1(p); : : : ; qd(p) are complex-valued smooth functions of p (Re qi(p) and Imqi(p) are
independent smooth functions) [2, 10]. Hence, this case is almost identical to the
case of complex matrix families considered in the previous section. The di�erence is
only that the system qi(p) = 0, i = 1; : : : ; d� 1, determining the stratum (� � i!)d

represents 2(d� 1) real equations (for real and imaginary parts).
Theorem 4.1. Let �1; : : : ; �d be simple complex eigenvalues of the real matrix

A0, having the same sign of the imaginary part sign(Im�i). Then the �rst order

approximation of the stratum (� � i!)d (where the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d form a

nonderogatory complex eigenvalue � of multiplicity d) is given by the system of 2(d�1)
linear real equations (3.9), where every equality represents two equations for real and

imaginary parts. The �rst order approximations of the multiple eigenvalue � and the

corresponding Jordan chain bU on the stratum are given by (3.10) and (3.11).

Corollary 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 the �rst order approxi-

mation of the point pmin 2 (�� i!)d nearest to p0 has the form

pmin = p0 + x
0T (Q0Q0T )�1Q0:(4.1)

whereQ0
is a 2(d�1)�n real matrix with the rows Rerqj and Imrqj, j = 1; : : : ; d�1;

x0 is a real column-vector of dimension 2(d � 1) with the components �Re q0
j
and

�Im q0j .

If the stratum (� � i!)d in the space of real m � m matrices is considered, we
can take all entries of A as independent parameters (the matrix A is used instead of
the vector of parameters p). In this case the relations of Theorem 4.1 take the form
(3.15), (3.16), (3.17), where system (3.15) consists of 2(d � 1) real equations (d � 1
equations for the real parts and d � 1 equations for the imaginary parts). The �rst
order approximation of the matrix Amin 2 (� � i!)d nearest to A0 (with respect to
the Euclidean matrix norm) has the form

Amin = A0 +

2(d�1)X
j=1

Q0
j
y0
j
; y0 = P�1x0;

x02i�1 = �Re q0
i
; x02i = �Imq0

i
; Q0

2i�1 = ReQi; Q
0
2i = ImQi;

(4.2)

where the real 2(d� 1)� 2(d� 1) matrix P has the elements pij = trace(Q0
i

TQ0
j
); x0

and y0 are real column-vectors of dimension 2(d� 1) with the components x0
j
and y0

j
;

the m �m complex matrices Qi are determined in (3.14), (3.15).

4.2. Stratum �d. Let us consider a point bp in the parameter space, where the
real matrix bA = A(bp) has a nonderogatory real eigenvalue b� with multiplicity d.

The corresponding right and left Jordan chains form real m � d matrices bU and bV
satisfying equations (3.2) and (3.5).
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Let us consider a point p0 in the vicinity of bp. We assume that the matrix
A0 = A(p0) has simple eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d such that �1; : : : ; �d ! b� as p0 ! bp.
The eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d are real or complex conjugate. Let ui and vi be the right
and left eigenvectors corresponding to �i and forming the matrices U and V that
satisfy equations (3.6); eigenvectors corresponding to real eigenvalues are real and
eigenvectors corresponding to complex conjugate eigenvalues are complex conjugate.

In the case of real matrix families a block of the versal deformation, corresponding
to the real nonderogatory eigenvalue b�, has the form (3.20), where q1(p); : : : ; qd(p)
are real smooth functions of p [2, 10]. Thus, the case �d is almost identical to the
case �d for complex matrix families considered in the previous section. Note that
the Jordan chain bU obtained by expressions (3.11) can be complex, if the vector u0

determining the matrixK is complex. To get the real Jordan chain we have to choose
the real vector u0 for determining elements of the matrixK in (3.8). This can be done
as follows

K = diag(k1; : : : ; kd); ki = 1=(uT
i u

0); u0 = Re
�
u1

.q
uT1 u1

�
:(4.3)

The matrixK (4.3) has the required property: if the vectors ui are close to cibu1 with
some constants ci, then the columns of the matrix UK will be close to each other.
With the use of conditions (4.3) the eigenvectors (UK)<i> = kiui, corresponding to
complex conjugate eigenvalues �i, are complex conjugate, and the eigenvectors kiui,
corresponding to real eigenvalues �i, are real. Then it can be shown that though the
matrices U, V and the eigenvalues �i can be complex, equations (3.9) and the values

of � and bU found by (3.10) and (3.11) are real.
Theorem 4.3. Let �1; : : : ; �d be real or complex conjugate simple eigenvalues of

the real matrix A0. Then the �rst order approximation of the stratum �d (where the

eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d form a nonderogatory real eigenvalue � with multiplicity d) is

given by the system of d�1 linear real equations (3.9). The �rst order approximations

of the multiple real eigenvalue � and the corresponding real Jordan chain bU on the

stratum are given by (3.10) and (3.11), where the matrix K has the form (4.3).

Corollary 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 the �rst order approxi-

mation of the point pmin 2 �d nearest to p0 has the form

pmin = p0 + x
T (QQT )�1Q;(4.4)

where the real matrix Q and the real vector x are given by (3.12).

If the stratum �d in the space of real m �m matrices is considered, we can take
all entries of A as independent parameters (the matrixA is used instead of the vector
of parameters p). In this case relations of Theorem 4.3 take the form (3.15), (3.16),
(3.17) with the matrix K from (4.3). The �rst order approximation of the matrix
Amin 2 �d nearest to A0 has the form (3.18).

Finally, let us consider the case, when the real matrix A0 has several di�erent
nonderogatory multiple eigenvalues.

Corollary 4.5. Let us consider a stratum �d11 � � ��dtt (�t+1�i!t+1)
dt+1 � � � (�s�

i!s)
ds , which is determined by matrices having t di�erent nonderogatory real eigen-

values with multiplicities d1; : : : ; dt and s� t di�erent pairs of complex conjugate non-

derogatory eigenvalues with multiplicities dt+1; : : : ; ds. Then the �rst order approxi-

mation of the stratum is the intersection of planes (3.9) calculated by Theorems 4.1

and 4.3 for every pair of complex conjugate multiple eigenvalues and every multiple

real eigenvalue. The multiple eigenvalue and the corresponding Jordan chain are given
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Fig. 4.1. Approximations of the nearest points of the stratum �
2 from di�erent points p0.

by (3.10) and (3.11) for every �di
i

and (�j � i!j)
dj (the matrix K for real multiple

eigenvalues is taken from (4.3)).

4.3. Example 1. Let us consider a two-parameter matrix family

A(p) =

0@ 1 3 0
p1 1 p2
2 3 1

1A ; p = (p1; p2):(4.5)

We will calculate eigenvalues of A0 = A(p0) at di�erent points p0. Then the nearest
to p0 point of the stratum �2 is evaluated by Corollary 4.4. In this case (d = 2)
system (3.9) represents a single linear equation

q01 +rq1(p� p0)T = 0;(4.6)

where q01 = �2, rq1 = �(n2�n1), and � = (�2��1)=2. Then the nearest to p0 vector
pmin 2 �2 is approximated by

pmin = p0 �
q01

rq1rqT1
rq1:(4.7)

In calculations we take �1 and �2 equal to the complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues
of A0. If all eigenvalues of A0 are real, we consider all three possibilities for �1,
�2 and then take a pair �1, �2 providing the minimal distance kpmin � p0k. The
result is shown on Figure 4.1. Here the arrows are the vectors ����!p0pmin, where pmin

is the nearest point of �2 found by (4.7) for di�erent p0. The bifurcation diagram
is represented by a solid line (it is found explicitly by calculating the discriminant of
the characteristic polynomial of (4.5)). For one point p0 on Figure 4.1 two iterations
were performed, when pmin is taken as a new starting point p0. The results show
high accuracy of the approximation.

Let us consider a point p0 = (0:3; 9:1), where the matrix A0 has eigenvalues
�1 = �2:624, �2 = �1:472, �3 = �7:096. Calculations with the use of (4.7) show
that the pair �1, �2 gives the smallest distance to the stratum �2. Found by (4.7)
and Theorem 4.3 approximate values of the nearest point pmin 2 �2, the double
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eigenvalue �, and the corresponding Jordan chain bU = [bu1; bu2] (the eigenvector bu1
and the associated vector bu2) at pmin are as follows

pmin = (�0:0008; 8:9990); � = �2:00006; [bu1; bu2] =
0@ 0:7044 0:1496

�0:7044 0:0852
0:2346 �0:1067

1A :

Here the matrices S, Y, and quantities �1, �2 used in (3.11) are

S =

�
1=2 �1=(2�)
1=2 1=(2�)

�
; Y =

�

2

�
1 1
�1 �1

�
; �1 = �1=(2�); �2 = ��1:

The distance from p0 to �2 is equal to kpmin � p0k = 0:317. For comparison, exact
values of pmin, �, and bu1, bu2 (found by the direct analysis of eigenvalues of matrix
family (4.5)) are

pmin = (0; 9); � = �2; [bu1; bu2] =
0@ 0:7044 0:1494

�0:7044 0:0854
0:2348 �0:1067

1A :

Note that all the approximations were found using only simple eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the matrix A0 and derivatives of A(p) with respect to parameters at p0.

If we consider the stratum �2 in the space of real matrices (all entries of the
matrix A are parameters), then approximations of the matrix Amin 2 �2 nearest to
the matrix A0 = A(0:3; 9:1) and the corresponding Jordan chain are found by (3.18)
and (3.17) as follows

Amin =

0@ 0:9774 3:0219 �0:0065
0:2886 1:0119 9:0962
2:0345 2:9654 1:0107

1A ; [bu1; bu2] =
0@ 0:6962 0:1480

�0:6961 0:0821
0:2119 �0:1088

1A :

In this case the distance to the stratum �2 and the double eigenvalue of Amin found
by (3.16) are equal to kAmin �A0k = 0:0618 and �min = �2:0459.

Near the origin p = 0, which represents the stratum of higher codimension �3,
approximation (4.6) gives less accurate results. More generally, derived approxima-
tions are less accurate, when the distance to the stratum under consideration �d is
of the same magnitude as the distance to some less generic stratum (for example,
�d

0

for d0 > d). The presence of a less generic stratum means that the point p0 is
near the boundary of �d. Near the boundary the size of the neighborhood, where

transformation to the versal deformation (3.22) holds, decreases. Nevertheless, we
always get a good approximation of the least generic stratum lying near p0, since p0
is not near its boundary. This property is very useful, because using information on
the least generic stratum near p0, we can determine all the bifurcation diagram in the
vicinity [1, 2, 16]. On Figure 4.2 approximations (4.7) of the nearest point of �2 are
shown by solid arrows for di�erent points p0 near the origin (�

3); for the same points
approximations (3.12), (4.4) for the nearest point of the stratum �3 are shown by dot-
ted arrows. It can be seen from Figure 4.2, that though approximations of the points
pmin 2 �2 are less accurate for p0 near �3, approximations of the points pmin 2 �3

provide very good results. Having information on the point pmin 2 �3 (triple eigen-
value and the corresponding Jordan chain), we can determine the bifurcation diagram
locally, in particular, approximate the cusp singularity of the bifurcation diagram for
the example under consideration [16].
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Fig. 4.2. Behavior of the approximation in presence of a less generic stratum.

4.4. Example 2. In this example we study accuracy of the approximations of
strata and convergence of the method, if we want to �nd the nearest matrix with the
prescribed Jordan structure.

Let us take a 10 � 10 real matrix Ad equal to the JNF having a nonderogatory

eigenvalue � = 2 with multiplicity 4 and simple eigenvalues � = �4;�3;�2;�1; 0; 4.
We consider perturbations of Ad in the form

A0 = Ad +D;

where D is a 10� 10 real normally distributed random matrix having the �xed norm
kDk = 1=2. Using the nearest to � = 2 simple eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �4 of the matrixA0

in formulae (3.15), (3.18), we obtain the approximationAmin of the nearest matrix of
the stratum �4 (in the space of real matrices) and the approximation of the distance
from A0 to �4 in the form dist(A0; �

4) = kAmin � A0k. The mean value of this
distance, obtained after 100 numerical experiments with di�erent random perturba-
tions D, is equal to 0:087. It is clear that the matrix Amin should be di�erent from
Ad and the distance from A0 to Amin should be much less than 1=2 (the distance
to Ad). Since the stratum �4 has codimension 3, the perturbation D has, in the
average, 3 elements in the normal direction to �4, while other 97 elements determine
perturbations parallel to �4. Hence, the mean value of the distance from A0 to �4

should be
p
0:03kDk � 0:087, which con�rms correctness of the above results.

To determine accuracy of the approximation Amin, we can �nd a distance from
Amin to �4 by taking A0

0 = Amin as a new starting point. As a result, we obtain
the distance dist(A0

0; �
4) = kA0

min�A0
0k giving the error of the approximationAmin.

Now we can take A00
0 = A0

min as a new starting point etc. This sequence of matrices
converges to a point of �4 very fast. The results of such iterations averaged over
100 experiments are shown in the �rst row of Table 4.1. It turns out that after the
third iteration we get a matrix with a nonderogatory real eigenvalue of multiplicity 4
with the accuracy about 8:3� 10�15 (the accuracy for the ith iteration is given in the
(i + 1)th column).

Similar calculations were carried out for the stratum (�� i!)4, where a 10� 10
real matrix Ad with a pair of nonderogatory eigenvalues � = 1 � 2i of multiplicity
4 and simple eigenvalues � = �3;�1 was considered. The results for 4 iterations
averaged over 100 random perturbations D, kDk = 1=2, are given in the second row
of Table 4.1. Here we calculated matrices Amin 2 (�� i!)4 having a pair of complex
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Table 4.1

Iterative calculations of matrices of the strata �
4 and (�� i!)4. Distances to the strata for 4

iterations averaged over 100 experiments with di�erent perturbations A0 = Ad +D.

1st iteration 2nd iteration 3rd iteration 4th iteration

dist(A0; �
4) 8:7 � 10�2 2:3 � 10�3 4:1 � 10�7 8:3 � 10�15

dist(A0; (�� i!)4) 1:2 � 10�1 2:8 � 10�3 3:4 � 10�7 3:4 � 10�15

conjugate nonderogatory eigenvalues of multiplicity 4 using expressions (4.2). One
can see that the convergence is very fast and 3 iterations give the matrix of (�� i!)4

with the accuracy about 3:4 � 10�15.

5. Approximation of the stratum �d from a nongeneric point p0. In
this section the case, when eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d of the matrix A0 are not distinct,
is considered. This is the nongeneric case and, hence, it is less important from the
practical point of view. Nevertheless, we should study this case to complete the
method for approximating matrices with nonderogatory eigenvalues. Results of this
section can be useful, when we can not distinguish some of the eigenvalues among
�1; : : : ; �d and, therefore, have to treat some of them as multiple. We consider only
complex matrix families (the stratum �d in the space of complex parameters Cn).
Approximations for real matrix families can be easily derived from the complex case,
as it was done in section 4. Since we use the same considerations based on the versal
deformation theory, only the main steps of the analysis will be described without
going much into details.

Let b� be a nonderogatory multiple eigenvalue of the matrix bA = A(bp) with
multiplicity d and let �1; : : : ; �d be eigenvalues of the matrix A0 = A(p0) such that

�i ! b� as p0 ! bp. According to the singularity theory [1, 2], for points p0 in
the vicinity of bp eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d are simple or nonderogatory multiple. Let us
denote di�erent eigenvalues among �1; : : : ; �d by �01; : : : ; �

0
K

and their multiplicities
by d1 � : : : � dK, such that �is+1 = � � � = �is+ds = �0

s
, s = 1; : : : ;K, where i1 = 0,

i2 = d1, : : : , iK = d1 + : : :+ dK�1; d = d1 + � � �+ dK . The Jordan structure of A0

corresponding to the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d is described by the d� d matrix

J0 =

0B@ J10
. . .

JK0

1CA ; Js0 =

0BBBB@
�0s 1

�0s
. . .

. . . 1
�0s

1CCCCA ;(5.1)

where Js0 is the ds � ds Jordan block corresponding to the eigenvalue �0s. The m� d

matrices U = [u1; : : : ;ud] and V = [v1; : : : ;vd], satisfying equations (3.6) with the
matrix J0 from (5.1), determine the right and left Jordan chains uis+1; : : : ;uis+ds
and vis+ds ; : : : ;vis+1 corresponding to �0s.

The matrix family A(p) in the vicinity of the point bp 2 �d can be expressed in
form (3.22), where A0(q0) is the block of versal deformation (3.20) corresponding to

the nonderogatory multiple eigenvalue b� of multiplicity d. We assume that the point
p0 belongs to the vicinity of bp, where (3.22) holds. The matrix A0

0 = A0(q0(p0))
has the eigenvalues �1; : : : ; �d and, hence, it is determined by expressions (3.20),
(3.29). Finding Jordan chains corresponding to the eigenvalues �01; : : : ; �

0
K
of A0

0, we
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determine a d� d matrix R with the elements

rij =

�
0; i < t;

Ct�1
i�1�

i�t
j

; i � t;
; Ct

i =
i!

t!(i� t)!
; is < j = is + t � is + ds;(5.2)

where �j = �j � �0, �0 = (�1 + � � �+ �d)=d = (d1�
0
1 + � � �+ dK�

0
K
)=d. The matrix R

satis�es the equation A0
0R = RJ0 and the matrix A0

0 is expressed in the form (3.31),
where S = R�1 for the new matrix R (5.2). Using (3.31), we can rewrite expressions
(3.29) for the quantities q0

j
as follows

b�+ q0
d
= �0; q0

j
= R<d>J0S

<j>; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1:(5.3)

The matrix C0
0 can be found from (3.33) as follows

C0
0 = UKS; K 2 cent J0;(5.4)

where K 2 cent J0 is a d� d matrix commuting with J0 and having the form [11]

K =

0B@ K1

. . .

KK

1CA ; Ks =

0BBBBB@
kis+1 kis+2

. . . kis+ds

0 kis+1
. . .

. . .

0 0
.. . kis+2

0 0 0 kis+1

1CCCCCA :(5.5)

The ds� ds matrix Ks has equal numbers kis+j on the jth upper diagonal and zeros
below the main diagonal.

For the �rst order terms �A0 and �C0 (3.36) we have equation (3.38). Taking
the sum of (i; j)th elements of (3.38), where i = j + ds � t, j = is + 1; : : : ; is + t,
and using (3.20), (5.1), (5.5), (5.10), the left-hand-side vanishes and we obtain the
equation

trace(S�A0RTT ) = trace(K�1VT�AUKTT );(5.6)

where T is a d � d matrix having units on the (i; j)th positions for i = j + ds � t,
j = is + 1; : : : ; is + t, and zeros on the other places. Since the matrices TT and K
commute for any K 2 cent J0, we have

trace(K�1VT�AUKTT ) = trace(VT�AUTT ):(5.7)

With the use of expression (5.7) equation (5.6) takes the form

dX
l=1

fzlrql(p� p0)T =mz(p� p0)T ;(5.8)

where z = is + t 2 f1; : : : ; dg. Elements of the vectors mz = (m1
z ; : : : ;m

n
z ) and the

scalars fzl are as follows

ml

z =

zX
j=is+1

vTj+ds�t
@A

@pl
uj;

fzl =

8>>>><>>>>:

zX
j=is+1

s(j+ds�t)d rlj ; is < z = is + t � is + ds; l 6= d;

0; is < z = is + t < is + ds; l = d;

ds; z = is + ds; l = d;

(5.9)
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where derivatives are evaluated at p0.
Taking the sum of equations (5.8) for z = is + ds, s = 1; : : : ;K, we obtain

�� = rqd(p� p0)T =m(p� p0)T ;(5.10)

where

m = (m1; : : : ;mn); ml =
1

d

dX
j=1

vTj
@A

@pl
uj:(5.11)

Expression (5.10) determines the approximation of a multiple eigenvalue � on the
stratum �d in the form

� = �0 +��:(5.12)

If we substitute the value of rqd(p � p0)
T from (5.10) into (5.8) and omit the

equation for z = d, which is now linearly dependent on the others, we �nd a system
of d � 1 linear equations determining the quantities rqj(p � p0)T , j = 1; : : : ; d� 1,
as follows

d�1X
j=1

fijrqj(p� p0)T = (mi � fidm)(p� p0)T ; i = 1; : : : ; d� 1:(5.13)

Solving (5.13) with respect to rqj(p� p0)T , we �nd

rqj(p� p0)T =

d�1X
i=1

hji(mi � fidm)(p� p0)T ; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1;(5.14)

where H = F�1 with H and F being (d� 1) � (d� 1) matrices, whose elements are
hij and fij, i; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1.

Expressions (5.3) and (5.14) determine system of d� 1 linear equations

q0j +rqj(p� p0)T = 0; j = 1; : : : ; d� 1;(5.15)

which is the linear approximation of the stratum �d.
Finally, we need to �nd the approximation of the Jordan chain bU on the stratum

�d. All the Jordan chains bU form the plane bP (3.23), and all the matrices C0
0 (5.4)

form the plane

P = fUKS : K 2 cent J0g:(5.16)

To get a better approximation of bU = C0(bp) we should take the matrix C0
0 2 P ,

which is close to bP . The matrix C0
0R = UK converges to the matrix C0(bp)bR as

p0 ! bp, where nonzero elements of the d� d matrix bR are brt(is+t) = 1, t = 1; : : : ; ds,
s = 1; : : : ;K; see expression (5.2) for elements of the matrix R. Hence, to get the

matrixC0
0 close to

bP we need to choose the matrixK 2 centJ0 such that the columns
i1+ t; i2+ t; : : : (except the cases is+ t > is+ds) of the matrixUK are close to each
other. These columns converge to but as p0 ! bp. The appropriate matrix K can be
chosen in the form (5.5), where

kis+1 = 1
�
(uTis+1u

0); u0 = u1
�q

uT1 u1;

kis+t = �
tX

z=2

kis+t+1�zu
T

is+z
u0
.
(uTis+1u

0); t = 2; : : : ; ds; s = 1; : : : ;K:
(5.17)
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Expressions (5.17) mean that the vectors kis+1uis+1 = UK<is+1> have the unit
projection on the direction u0, while the vectors UK<is+t>, t = 2; : : : ; ds, have the
zero projection on this direction.

The matrix �C0 is determined by equation (3.47), which can be written for each
column in the form

(A0 � �0sI)(�C
0R)<is+1> = (C0

0�A
0R��AUK)<is+1>;

(A0 � �0
s
I)(�C0R)<t> � (�C0R)<t�1> = (C0

0�A
0R��AUK)<t>;

t = is + 2; : : : ; is + ds; s = 1; : : : ;K:

(5.18)

A solution of system (5.18) exists for the points p on the plane (5.15) approximating
�d. A general form of this solution is as follows [27]

�C0 = (W +UK0)S; K0 2 centJ0;

W<is+1> = Z�1
s
(C0

0�A
0R��AUK)<is+1>;

W<t> = Z�1s
�
(C0

0�A
0R��AUK)<t> +W<t�1>

�
;

Zs = A0 � �0sI� vis+dsvTis+1;
t = is + 2; : : : ; is + ds; s = 1; : : : ;K;

(5.19)

where Zs is a nonsingular matrix (vis+ds is the eigenvector corresponding to �0s and
vis+1 is the last vector in the Jordan chain of �0s); K

0 is an arbitrary matrix of the
form (5.5).

In the vicinity of �d the matrix familyC0(p) is uniquely determined on the surface
T 0 (3.45) in the space of m�d matrices. The condition C0(p) 2 T 0 leads to equations
(3.46). Substituting (5.19) into (3.46), we �nd the matrix K0 in the form (5.5) with
the elements

k0
is+1

= �vT
is+ds

WS<d>=s(is+ds)d;

k0
is+t

= �
�
vT
is+ds�t+1

WS<d> +

t�1X
z=1

k0
is+z

s(is+ds�t+z)d
��
s(is+ds)d;

t = 2; : : : ; ds;

(5.20)

where sij are elements of the matrix S. Expressions (5.4), (5.17), (5.19), and (5.20)

give the �rst order approximation of the Jordan chain bU = C0
0+�C0 on the stratum

�d.
The results of this section can be represented in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let �01; : : : ; �

0
K

be simple or nonderogatory multiple eigenvalues of

the matrix A0 with multiplicities d1; : : : ; dK respectively; d = d1+ � � �+ dK . Then the

�rst order approximation of the stratum �d (where the eigenvalues �01; : : : ; �
0
K

form a

nonderogatory eigenvalue � of multiplicity d) is given by the system of d � 1 linear

equations (5.15) with q0
j
and rqj determined in (5.1){(5.3), (5.11), (5.9), and (5.14).

The �rst order approximations of the multiple eigenvalue � and the corresponding

Jordan chain bU = C0
0+�C0

on the stratum �d are given by (5.10){(5.12) and (5.4),

(5.5), (5.17), (5.19), (5.20).

Corollary 5.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1 the �rst order approxi-

mation of the point pmin 2 �d nearest to p0 (a distance is measured by the Euclidean

norm) has the form

pmin = p0 + x
T (QQT )�1Q;(5.21)
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where the matrix Q and the vector x are determined in (3.12) with the quantities q0
j

and the vectors rqj determined by Theorem 5.1.

Note that Theorem 5.1 gives local approximations of �d, multiple eigenvalue �,
and the Jordan chain bU even if p0 belongs to �d. Theorem 3.1 is a special case of
Theorem 5.1, when all the eigenvalues �01; : : : ; �

0
K

are simple. Similar results for real
matrix families can be easily obtained from Theorem 5.1 in the same way, as it was
done in section 4.

5.1. Example. Let us consider matrix family (4.5). At the point p0 = (2=3; 1=3)
the matrix A0 has a double nonderogatory eigenvalue �1 = �2 = �01 = 0 and a simple
eigenvalue �3 = �02 = 3 (multiplicities are d1 = 2 and d2 = 1). Hence, p0 is a
nongeneric point of the parameter space. Let us �nd the approximation of the stratum
�3 using information at p0. The matrices J0 and U = [u1;u2;u3], V = [v1;v2;v3] in
this case have the form

J0 =

0@ 0 1 0
0 0 0

0 0 3

1A ; U =

0@ �1 �1 1
1=3 0 2=3

1 3 2

1A ; V =

0@ �2=3 0 1=3
5=3 �1 2=3

�2=9 1=3 1=9

1A ;

where u1, u3 and v2, v3 are right and left eigenvectors of �01, �
0
2; u2 and v1 are right

and left associated vectors corresponding to �01. The matrices R, S, and K have the
form

R =

0@ 1 0 1
�1 1 �3
�21 2�2 �23

1A ; S = R�1; K =

0@ k1 k2 0
0 k1 0
0 0 k3

1A ;

where �1 = �2 = �01 � �0 = �1, �3 = �02 � �0 = 2, �0 = (2�01 + �02)=3 = 1. Us-
ing expressions (5.3), (5.11), (5.9), and (5.14), we �nd two equations (5.15) for the
approximation of the stratum �3 as follows

2 + 6(p2 � 1=3) = 0;

3 + 3(p1 � 2=3) + 3(p2 � 1=3) = 0:
(5.22)

System (5.22) have a solution bp = (0; 0), which is the approximation of �3. The triple

nonderogatory eigenvalue � and the Jordan chain bU = [bu1; bu2; bu3] at bp calculated by
formulae (5.10){(5.12) and (5.4), (5.17), (5.19), (5.20) have the form

� = 1; bU =
1

209

0@ 0 189 1
0 0 63
378 191 �20

1A :(5.23)

Direct calculations show that the point bp = (0; 0), quantity � = 1, and the matrixbU (5.23) represent the exact stratum �3, multiple eigenvalue, and corresponding Jor-
dan chain. The reason for such accuracy is that q0(p) and C0(p) are linear functions
determined in the whole parameter space

A(p)C0(p) = C0(p)A0(q0(p)); q0(p) = (q1; q2; q3) = (6p2; 3(p1 + p2); 0);

C0(p) =

0@ 6p2 1 + 2(p1 + p2) 1
2p2 p1 + 3p2 (1 + 2(p1 + p2))=3

2(1� p1 + 2p2) 3 + 2(p1 + p2) 3

1A ;

and Newton's method, whose idea was used for �nding the approximations, gives
exact solutions for linear functions.
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6. Conclusion. In this paper a practical numerical method of �nding non-
derogatory multiple eigenvalues and corresponding Jordan chains of complex and
real matrices dependent on several parameters is developed. Similar problem in the
space of all matrices is considered as a special case. The advantage of the suggested
approach is that given a point p0 in the parameter space we can approximate the
nearest point pmin 2 �d, where the matrix A(pmin) has a nonderogatory eigenvalue
with multiplicity d, using only information at p0. Moreover, we can determine the
geometry of the stratum �d in the parameter space and �nd approximations of the
multiple eigenvalue and the corresponding Jordan chain at points of this stratum. The
approach is based on the versal deformation theory. As a result, it gives quantitative
information about the strati�ed structure of the parameter space near the point p0,
which can not be achieved by other methods. This information allows studying mul-
tiple eigenvalues of special form, like eigenvalues with a given real part or absolute
value, which is important in stability problems.

Multiple eigenvalues play signi�cant role in problems of stability and dynamics,
since they are associated with the singular behavior of a system. Therefore, it is im-
portant to know whether the system matrix has multiple eigenvalues. Assuming that
the vector of parameters p0 is given with the accuracy ", we need to �nd a point p in
the "-vicinity of p0 such that the matrixA(p) has an eigenvalue of highest multiplicity
(more correctly, the matrix with the least generic Jordan structure). This represents
a very important problem of numerical calculation of multiple eigenvalues, since the
least generic Jordan structure determines local characteristics of the spectrum [1, 2].
The results of this paper solve this problem in the part concerning nonderogatory
eigenvalues, i.e., we can approximate a point p, kp�p0k < ", where the matrix A(p)
has a nonderogatory eigenvalue of the highest multiplicity.

Analysis of derogatory eigenvalues of matricesA(p) lead to additional di�culties,
which require modi�cation of the method. These di�culties are associated with the
fact that a versal deformation is not universal in the derogatory case [1, 2]. This
means that the function q0(p) is not uniquely determined by the matrix familyA(p).
As a result, the matrices A0

0 and �A0 can not be found only from the analysis of the
equation A(p)C0(p) = C0(p)A0(q0(p)). Hence, it is necessary to use some additional
considerations on the geometry of the strati�cation near points bp, where derogatory
eigenvalues exist. This will be done in the next paper.

Application of the versal deformation theory to calculation of nongeneric nor-
mal forms can be carried out in the same way for special types of matrices such as
Hamiltonian or reversible matrices. Using versal deformations of these matrices in
the corresponding matrix spaces, one can derive approximations of strata, multiple
nonderogatory eigenvalues, and corresponding Jordan chains speci�ed for di�erent
types of matrices. These approximations can be useful for the analysis of stability
and dynamics of special types of mechanical and physical systems. Similarly, versal
deformations can be used for calculation of the nongeneric Kronecker canonical form
of a matrix pencil.
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